Masterdays, UNIFR, 05-06 March 2024

The English Department will present its MA programme on **Tuesday 5 and Wednesday 6 March 2024, from 16:30 to 16:45**, in room MIS 03 3117.
Prospective MA students are welcome and encouraged to visit the following classes during the 05-06 March 2024.

**MASTER | SP-2024 | UE-L06.01415**

**Seminar: Medieval Women Writing**
Tuesday 08:15 - 10:00 MIS 03, Room 3014
Dutton Elisabeth

**MASTER, BACHELOR | SP-2024 | UE-L06.01407**

**Lecture: Short Stories: A National Art Form**
Tuesday 10:15 - 12:00 MIS 03, Room 3117
Austenfeld Thomas

**MASTER, BACHELOR | SP-2024 | UE-L06.01412**

**Lecture: Playing God in early English drama**
Tuesday 15:15 - 17:00 MIS 03, Room 3117
Dutton Elisabeth

**MASTER | SP-2024 | UE-L06.01410**

**Seminar: Milton in America**
Tuesday 17:15 - 19:00 MIS 02, Room 2120
Austenfeld Thomas

**MASTER, BACHELOR | SP-2024 | UE-L06.01439**

**Lecture: John Milton, Poet of Revolution**
Wednesday 08:15 - 10:00 MIS 03, Room 3023
Schindler Kilian Markus

**MASTER | SP-2024 | UE-L06.01457**

**Seminar: William Shakespeare’s The Tempest and its afterlives, 1611-2016**
Wednesday 10:15 - 12:00 MIS 10, Room 2.04
Jackson Honor

**MASTER, BACHELOR | SP-2024 | UE-L06.01422**

**Lecture: English Language and Society (intro)**
Wednesday 13:15 - 15:00 MIS 03, Room 3117
Maillat Didier